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Abstract ; Experiments on plasma beating by RF in the ion cyclotron range 
of frequency nave been performed on T.F.R in various regimes, such as the 
mode conversion regime and the minority regime. The latest theoretical 
deveiopements of ICSF modeling are presented and the experimental data 
obtained in a Deuterium plasma containing 204 or 5* of Bydrogen are 
reviewed. With 20% of Hydrogen a large increase of both ion and electron 
temperature is observed while the level of metallic impurity radiation has 
been considerably reduced using a CfrBon limiter, with 5% of Hydrogen the 
location of the antenna system in the minor cross section produces no 
dramatic differences with respect to ion heating. Finally the metallic 
impurity production is examined and thus allows one to eliminate the 
Faraday shield of the antenna as the main source of pollution by heavy ions 
of the plasma. 

Introduction 

In recent years, radio frequency heating research in the Ion Cyclotron 
Range of Frequencies ( ICSF ) has relied on the favorable coupling and 
penetration of the fast magnetcsonie wave. Much of the work has been 
directed toward gaining a better understanding of the relevant damping 
mechanisms and has led to the identification of a few regimes where effec
tive wave damping and consequent heating are important, such as the two ion 
regime (T.F.S - P.L.T - J.F.T.2) 1 - or the second harmonic regime 

2) (P.L.T) . Experiments on T.F.R have been mainly focussed on the two-ion 
regime, investigating the minority regime with absorption dominated 
typically by the minority species ( hydrogen ) at its fundamental cyclotron 
frequency and the conversion regime with absorption dominated by electrons 
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and ions at the two ion hybrid frequency ( with a ratio of hydrogen on 

deuterium of the order of 20% for a toroidal magnetic field 8_ of 45KG ). 

currently a power of 300 KW was launched into the plasma in the minority 

regime (n. /n. * 5% , B_ « 40KG) using two configurations of antennae, one 
Il a T 

launching the wave from the low field side ( fig.l ) and one launching the 

wave from the high field side, through a pair of loop antennae short 

circuited on the high field side ( fig.2 ). The frequency for the minority 
regime ( u"u „ for a toroidal field of 40KS ) and for the conversion regime 

en 
(iL/n a 20% for 3_ of 45KS) was 60 MHZ. In the last case a power of 2 MW 

could be launched in the plasma core. We here address the problem of a 
4) 

variational modeling of ICEH based on an earlier work and review the 

experimental data obtained using two different antenna locations , one on 

the low field side (LPS) and the other on the high field side (HFS). 

A Variational modeling of IcaH in the two ion regime 

5-6) The theory relies on the fact that different modes can coexist in 

a Tokamak plasma. Each mode is characterized by : the component of the 

electric field along the flux line ( S^ ), the component in a direction 

perpendicular to the flux line ( Z± ) , and its wave vector k as well as its 

frequency u. 

ICRH is mainly concerned in producing through an adapted set of 

antennae either a compressional Alfven mode (i.e magnetosonic wave ) or a 

torsional Alfven mode. In most experiments under study the antenna set is 

designed to excite an electromagnetic perturbation that has the structure 

of a magnetosonic wave in the region where the wave propagates ( note on 

fig.3 that there exists a density cutoff in front of the antenna where the 

electromagnetic perturbation is purely evanescent , and this results in the 

need for high density discharges in the ICRU sxperiments ). 

A compressional Alfven mode is characterized by a relatively small k 

( kj_/>c « 1 ) and a cancelling parallel electric component along the flux 

line. Moreover the mode propagates with a transverse velocity of the order 

of the Alfven velocity c, while a torsional Alfven is characterized by a 

somewhat larger value of ï x and a small magnetic perturbation SB, . 
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In a Tokamak plasma the inhomogeneity of the toroidal field and the 
presence of the confining poloidal field cause the cyclotron frequency to 
vary continuously in the minor cross secticr. as a consequence there exists 
a surface on which the frequency of the magnetoscnic wave matches the 
cyclotron frequency of the considered species (fig.3). ICSH relies on the 
existence of such singular surfaces where the frequency of the perturbation 
matches a natural frequency for the assembly, such as the cyclotron layer ( 
u » u . ), and the two ion hybrid layer ( u • u,, ). It is on those particular 

CI 11 
surfaces that the wave can be appreciably damped by the thermal motion of 
ions or electrons. From the point of view of the field perturbation a 
singular surface may be seen as an imposed constraint on the field, and for 
example in the cold plasma approximation the cyclotron surface forces the 
polarisation of the field in the ion sense to be zero. Thus the effect of a 
resonance or a mode conversion surface is to change locally the structure of 
the field perturbation, and this can lead to different effects such as 
changing the polarisation or, in the case of the ion ion hybrid layer, to 
mode conversion of the magnetcsonic wave into a torsional mode which will 
finally decay into an electrostatic wave ( i. e Bernstein wave ). In that 4) sense the excitation of a Bernstein wave can be viewed as a "canal" that 
solves the singularity existing in the expression cf the functional 
governing the behavior of the magnetosonic wave. 

4) We showed that such a problem could be well represented using a 
variational principle, using as test function the four potential vector 
(A,*) and construct on the relativistic hermitian product 

(I,p)«(Â,i) = \\\ ( jlJJ - rt )d,x 

where the integration is performed over the volume of the plasma with proper 
boundary conditions and the four vector (I,p) is the current and charge 
density response of the plasma to the perturbed electromagnetic field. 

when the ion cyclotron resonance is taken into account and applied to a 
one dimensional problem ( the direction of inhomogeneity being x ) the 
functional to minimize takes the form 
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here the field is supposed to enjoy a k^along the trajectory of the particle 
and both the perturbed field and parallel wave number vary over a 
characteristic length A greater than X (note that these conditions are not 
nacesseraly required with a proper expression of the functional) 

k^ > l/X , A. » X 

c 

K_, K , K_. are the classical elements of the dispersion tensor including xx yy xy 
the Fried and Conte function. The dispersion equation analysed in terms of 
fcj_ exhibits a branch associated to the Bernstein wave around the conversion 
layer where its wavelength is comparable to the one of the magnetosonic wave 
(fig.4). Around the conversion surface the analysis in terms of Jc± fails to 
be applicable and more generally the WKSJ approximation Breaks down. 
Nevertheless two surfaces play a fundamental role in ICRF and the distance 
between them has been recognized as a fundamental parameter in predicting 
if the magnetosonic wave will be more damped when reaching the cyclotron 
resonant surface (CSS) or whan reaching the mode conversion surface (HCS). 

The last point can be made more precise when one notices that to each 
surface is associated a natural scale which can be easily abstracted from 
the two dimension problem . The natural scale of the CSS is the Doppler 
broadening of the cyclotron layer due to the averaging of l/u - u . + k v 
over the maxwelian distribution function of each species and takes the 
following form 

Xcy " V t o ^ " c 

To the HCS is associated a more complicated expression for its scale length. 
From our previous paper we can write : 

X .(«ifW me 3x a 



4» n e J ne» u 
S S CS 5 S CS 

c* s * - . , ne 2 r 
2(u*-w») u»-4u» • 

c c 

x being the normal direction to the conversion surface and a the poloidal 
component. Finally the distance Between the CSS and the MCS is of the order 

xhc - f* ( 'i-eaZ-en >"' 
a 

It is then the comparison of those three scales that will separate the 
different scenarios of heating using the magnetosonic wave. 

t 1 1 Tbm pur* cyclotron hMtirtq 

We suppose here that A » V which corresponds to a low percentage 
discharge, namely 

b « Va/»*, 
d 

The cyclotron resonance corresponds to the resonance of the hydrogen ions 
which are of very low concentration. Thus the singularity that appears in 
the functional I. is weighted By the factor n„/n. and at the limit disappears 

n c 
. Moreover the scale of the field is dominated by A_ which means that the 

cy 
conversion does not play any role in either the Behavior of the field or the 
power deposited. Finally because n is low the field around the CBS is not 
deeply affected oy the resonant particles and the functional to minimize 
can Be correctly represented oy 

t - -£j /// ( |VXA|« * 9 £ a £gf |A|»«» )d,x (2) 
while the power deposited 

nhHL 
W - 2u» SU - ~ |Aj" a S(<^-*>cn) «Jft d,x (3) 

with A + » A + iA 

It should he remarked here that t.".e power deposited is quite low Because the 
integration leads to a non trivial value only on the resonant surface due to 
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the presence of the 5-function in the integrand. This leads to a symétrie 

situation in the damping of the wave and does not depend on whether the 

location of the antenna is on the low field side er on the high field side. 

t 2 t Thm pura convmrmion emsm. 

We suppose that the problem is all determined by the mode conversion 

scale X « X„_ « X . Then we can still represent correctly tne problem cy nc me 
using tne expression of the functional for a compression mode, neglecting 

in the averaging process k^v^and replacing u by (u-i?) where 7 has to be of 

the order 

The corresponding expression of I becomes 

t « - ji HI i |VMt|» * *"£ S |»|» + i 2 £ D f V y - y x ) >d,x (4) 

with u' = u - Li, S D given by equation.1 and the power transmitted to the 

torsional mode can be written 

where X is of the order of the mode conversion scale. 

It should be noted that such a situation is lively to occur in tne plasma 

region where the HCS is close to the CSS and the temperature is of the order 

of 10-100 av. 

I 3 J Thm convmtsion rmgimm . 

Experimentally recognized as a dominant mechanism in IC3F heating, 

it corresponds to the case of a large separation between the MCS and the 

CSS. Scales are ordered as X « X and X_ « X . Then the CSS is far 
me nc cy tic 

enough remove from the HCS to be unaffected by the mode conversion and the 

energy damped by the thermal motion of the hydrogen lens can be estimated by 

I^EI I A 
w - 2u» in (US -ST 2 u ' — — 

Ch 
3 d,x ) 



with 1/0 = < !/«-«_,, + H/W > 

and the field A + minimises the functional I given in equation. (4) 

it should be remarked here that the approximated field A + cancels exactly 
on the cyclotron resonance out the field itself that is proportional to A + 

outside the CSS ( A'«0A+ ), does not vanish on the CSS which physically 
leads to a non trivial absorption of the wave. On the other hand because the 
width of the conversion layer is small enough not to overlap with the width 
of the CBS the value of the power deposited in the conversion layer can 
still be estimated using equation. ( S ). 

If we return now to the physical situation met in the conversion regime 
the behavior of the wave will strongly depend on whether the wave is 

launched from the high field side or the low field side ( in the variational 
formulation this appears through the different boundary conditions fixed by 
the location of the antenna set ). Launched from the high field side the 
isagnatosonic wave runs toward the conversion layer where its energy is 
partially transmitted on the Bernstein wave, the latter being ultimatly 
damped by the thermal motion of electrons through the rotational transfor
mation and the Landau effect ( note that outside the equatorial plane the 
Bernstein wave propagates toward the CBS and consequently can - each the CSS 
if it is not totally damped along its trajectory ). The remaining part of 
the energy of the magnatosonic wave is transmitted and runs in the low field 
side toward the CHS where it is further damped. Launched from the low field 
side the magnetosonic wave runs first into the CBS and then towards a cutoff 
that is somehow responsible for a reflected wave existing on the ITS. Thus 
one can expect the CBS to play a major role in the damping process, but if 
the transparency of the HCS is strong the transmission on the torsional mode 
should remain important as, consequently, the damping on electrons, m e 
question of whether the wave when launched on the LFS is strongly reflected 
by the cutoff or flows along the cutoff surface in the toroidal direction cr 
toward the periphery is left to numerical work which presently has not been 
done. In any case the expression given above can be used as a guidance in 
the analysis of the damping process and included in the numerical work will 
give a profil of the wave power deposition in the lokarak geometry. 

3 iCRJî experiments In TiT-S 
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I TCSF erarliminf.s in the node conversion regime 

These experiments «ere done using sets of antennae short-circuited on 
the nigh field side (fig.l) in a plasma discharge containing 20% of Hydrogen 
in Deuterium at a toroidal magnetic field of 45 \'G and where the 5F field had 
a frequency of 60 MHZ. The characteristics of the antenna were previously 
described in ref .1 . 

campaign I Campaign II 

magnetic field on axis % 45 KG B, 4S KG 
V 

Plasma eurent 1P 
neo 

200-250 KA I 220 KA P 
n 1.2 i o 1 4 cm"3 

QO 
Peak electron density 

1P 
neo 1.5-2 1 0 1 4 cm - 3 

I 220 KA P 
n 1.2 i o 1 4 cm"3 

QO 
H to D ratio V" d 0 - 2 n h/n a 0.2 

Peak electron temp. Teo 0.9-1.0 kev T 1.4-1.5 kev eo 
Peak ion temp. Tio 0.7-0.8 koV T. 0.7-O.8 kev 

10 
Loop voltage VL 1.7 V V L 1.7 V 

t i t Campaign I 

Tia configuration of the torus was defined By one limiter, made of four 
sectors widely separated. The limiter was of inconel, as were the Faraday 
shield and the poloidal protections of the pair of antennae. 

A reproducible series of experiments was done at an HP power level of 
1.3-1.4 HW, constant for 50 ms. The magnetic field on the axis being 45 KG, 
the cyclotron layer (u » u_„) is 14 cm away from the axis while the conver-cn 
sien layer lies near the axis. Increase of Deuterium temperature on the axis 
is evidenced by the neutron rate which grows by a factor of £0, reaching a 
maximum level of 1 0 " per second. In this case , maximum D temperature is 
reached after 30-35 ras, growing from an initial value of 0.3 ko/ up to 1.6 
kev (fig.5). The several diagnostics measuring the electron temperature 
indicate a similar evolution for T during ICSF, a growth during the first 
20-25 ms, followed by an important decay. Such general behavior for T , T. 

e l 
was weakly dependent on the 3F power level while the peak value increased 
with P (power delivered by the generator), at 25 ms HT, Thomson scattering 
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measurements as the 2u measurements indicated an increase for T on the 
ce e 

axis from 1-0 to 1.5 keV. 'furthermore the global increase of electron and 
ion thermal energies «as confirmed By an estimate of 3 derived from the 
measurements of the perpendicular magnetic field around the plasma cross 
section. After 20-25 ms, characterized by a fast increase of 0 o, the same 
tendency appeared as noticed for 3 and T.. Finally after 50 ms of SF the 
discharge often finished by a disruption. 

This decrease of electron and ion temperature vos recognized to be the 
consequence of a dramatic increase of metallic impurities in the center of 
the discharge (in T.F.8 Hi, Cr and Fe). While line radiation emitted by 
light impurities { essentially Oxygen ) was generally weakly affected by 
the RF pulse, radiation by metallic impurities Ni and cr, the main 
components of the antenna Faraday shield and the limiter, was estimated to 
reach 2.10" and 5.10 1' cm - respectively after 50 ms of SF. The radiance of 
Ni XVIII, used as standard monitor of the metallic pollution since Hi was 
always the dominant impurity, increases linearly with time at a rate 
proportional to thfe RF power. 

This Behavior motivated us to change r.he composition of the limiter, the 
antenna Faraday shield and its latezai protection. 

I 2 ) Campaign tt 

With comparable plasma conditions the limiter was changed to Carbon, 
the Faraday slu'eld to an alloy of Titanium-/an&dium and the later..', protec
tion to Carbon. 

h series of shots was done at a RF power of 750 KW. The first observation 
made is that the duration of the RF pulse could be increase up to 100 ms and 
was not limited by a disruption. Increase of Deuterium temperature on the 
axis is reached after 70-75 ms, growing from 0.8 keV to 1.4 keV and does not 
decrease anymore before the end of the 3F pulse.The electron temperature 
shows the same Behavior, but was only measured by the 2u emission during 

ce 
the KF pulse, while Thomson scattering measured the electron temperature on 
the plateau of current just before the SF pulse. Anyhow the increase of 
electron temperature, confirmed by the consequent decrease of the loop 
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voltage, was indeed very remarkable growing from 1.4 kev to 2.7 icev (fig.6), 
with a large magnificat ion of the saw teeth activity in the plasma center. 

The maximum brightnesses of metallic impurities were lower by a factor 
of 10 when compared to the previous case, the brightness of Ni XVIII 
reaching after 100 as the value of 10 1* ph/s.sr.cmJ. The level of Titanium 
and vanadium was lover than that of other usual mtallic impurity, while the 
increase of light impurities ( now C and o ) were doubled, but these 
elements mainly radiate in the periphery of the plasma, the level of the 
brightness of Hi XVi:i aurir" the ohmic discharge was also much lower 
indicating the oxjar role of the Limite/ .: opposition in the production of 
impurities, further confirmed when tin . it.eral protections were changed to 
Ti (S.II). As a consequence the radiation from impurity lines does not 
appear to be a dominant effect in tho behavior of ion and electron 
temperature. 

II TCH? exaerimwite in the minority recline. 
Table 2. : M»<TI Hijmna parameters 

HFSS LFSA 

Magnetic field on axis % 40 KB B* 40 KG 

Plasma curent S 165 KA Ip 165 KA 

Peak electron density neo 1.2 1 0 1 4 cm"3 
neo ' 1.2 1 0

1 4 cm" 3 

H to D ratio V n d 6-7* V n d 6-7* 

Peak ion temp. Tio 0.9 keV Tio 1.0 kev 

Loop Voltage VL 1.5 V VL 1.5-2 V 

These experiments were done using two sets of antenna», one located on 
the U S and one located on the HFS, in a plasma containing S* of Hydrogsn i:i 
a Deuterium discharge at a toroidal magnetic field cr. -he axis of 40 ICS. The 
other plasma parameters arc described in table. 2 as the low field side 
antenna { LFSA ) was previously described in ref .3 . The limiter was made of 
Carson while the Faraday shield and lateral protection of the high field 
side antenna ( HFSA ) were aade of Titanium. The Faraday shield of the LFSA 
was iiiada of inconel protected by Cirbon limiters on each -ids. 
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For a power delivered by tne generator of 300 KW a somewhat comparable 
increase of tne ion temperature is reached (0.26 kev for the LFSA and 0.35 
IceV for the HFSA fig.7). The ion temperature has a more erratic behavior 
when the LFSA is used but nonetheless reaches its maximum value after 50 ms 
and then slowly decreases. On the contrary with the HFSA the ion 
temperature seems to follow a perfect exponential evolution that can be 
fitted by 4T_ = 350( l - exp-t/22 ) where t is in ms. This difference in 
behavior is further evidenced by the increase of tne loop voltage from 1.5 
to 2 V with the LFSA while it is constant with the HFSA, unfortunately the 
electron temperature that u » not increasing sensibly with the LFSA could 
not be measured with the HFSA. Nevertheless the difference is still 
coherent with the metallic impurity radiation, the brightness of si XVXII 
reaches a level of 1 0 " ph/s.sr.cm1 after 100 irs of 300 KW of RF power when 
the LFSA is used, which is one order of magnitude higher than in a pure ohmic 
discharge (fig.6). For the same duration of the 5F pulse and 8F power the 
level reached with the HFSA is only 3. 1 0 " . This difference can not be 
explained by the composition of the Faraday shield, on the contrary two 
remarks support the argument that tne Faraday shield does not play a major 
role in the metallic impurity abundance. First the Titanium line radiation 
remains lower than radiation of the corresponde g lines of Hi or Cr (which 
are the main components of the liner). The second argument relies on two 
different experiments done with the LFSA : with an inconel limiter the LFSA 
had a stainless steel Faraday shield of metallic composition Ni 10% and Fe 
72%, while with a Carbon limiter it had a Faraday shield of Inconal i Ni 72%, 
Fe 8%). If one supposes that the Faraday shield is the principle responsible 
for the plasma metallic pollution, we should observe a decrease of the line 
radiation of Fe XVI in those two experiments. On the contrary the brightness 
of Fe XVI was always of the same level around 1.2-1.5 1 0 " ph/s.sr.cm1 far 
an SF power of 100 KW. Thus the spectroscopic measurements indicate that in 
i'.F.a the- Faraday shield of the antenna does not play a major role in the 
metallic impurity production. 

The electron temperature and density in the scrape off layer were also 
measured during the SF pulse by two Langmuir double-probes located in 
different ports. In regions with typical electron density of io l J cm" (at a 
minor radius of 22 cm, fig.9), the temperature increased from 5-7 eV to 
10-:.5 eV at almost the time of the RF turn on and then remains roughly 
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constant during the SF pulse. The increase of temperature in the periphery 
allows i-he streacKing particles to exceed the threshold of the sputtering 
an the wall and consequently is likely to explain the augmentation of 
metallic impurity production. Anyhow these observations are made for both 
antenna configurations and leave conjectural the remaining difference 
between the two antenna locations. 

Thus aside from the impurity production, the two antenna configurations 
appear to exhibit the sans behavior in the minority regime as predicted by 
the theory-
i n conclusion, 

The metallic impurity production which appeared to be a major problem 
in ICBF heating has been partially suppressed using a carbon limiter 
instead of an Inconel limiter. The level of Hi XVIII (ion that we use as 
monitor tne metallic pollution) being reduced by an order of magnitude, the 
RF pulse could be increased to 100 ms with a consequent increase of ion and 
electron temperature and Was no longer followed by a disruption of the 
plasma. 

In the minority regime the use of a LFSA or a HFSft leads to a comparable 
increase of ion temperature as predicted by theory and in the conversion 
regime usinj a SFSA the large increase of T and T. is in agreement with qua
litative theoretical predictions showing the damping of the magnetosonic 
wave to occur through the coupling on a Bernstein wave that ultimatly damped 
its energy mainly on electrons and, through the transmission on a 
magnetosonic wave in the LFS which damps its energy when the CSS is reached. 

Further development of a theory leading to a mechanism for the impurity 
production will be investigated in the coming months, aa well as a numerical 
analysis of the power deposition in the two dimensional problem. The 
experiment will be focussed on a further comparison between the LFSA and the 
HFSA in different regimes, and an experimental power balance analysis in 
the conversion regime will be investigated. 
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Flanrg captions 

fig-1 High Field Side antenna : l) Faraday shield 2) Lateral 
protections 3) Central conductor 

fig-2 Low Field Side Antenna : l) Faraday shield 2) Carfion limiter 
3) Central conductor 4) Return conductor 

fig-3 Particular surfaces on tn* plasma cross section : cyclotron 
Resonance Surface (CSS), Mode conversion Surface (MCS) with 
lL/n d • 20*, B T » 45 KG, le - 10 m" 1 

and n « 1 0 1 4 

KG fig-4 Dispersion relation roots for strong coupling: B_ • 45 
n^/T>i » 20*, T t« T - 1 IceV, f • 60 «HZ 
and n „ « 10»« cm" . eo 

fig-S Neutron emission. Deuterium and electron temperature and 
Q evolution during the HF pulse at 1.3 HW. P fig-S Neutron emission, Deuteron and electron temperature during SF 
pulse at 750 KU. 

fig-7 Deuteron temperature for 300 KW RF power with a) the LFSA 
and a) the HFSA. 

fig-S Brightnesses of Ni XVIII in a atonic case with Carton limiter, 
ohmic case with Inconel limiter and its evolution with SF power 
transmitted to the plasma with the HFSA and the LFSA. Brightnesses 
of Hi XVII versus SF power transmitted with the LFSA. 

fig-S Electronic temperature profil in the scrape off layer Before 
and during ICRH (P„ » 250 KW). g 
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